A. COMPULSORY TOPICS
LLAW1101 Legal Method (Legal Research) (4.5)
LLAW1102 Principles of Tort Law (4.5)
LLAW1103 Public Law and Regulation (4.5)
LLAW1104 Principles of Criminal Law & Procedure (4.5)
LLAW1105 Contract (4.5)
LLAW1106 Lawyering: Procedures and Ethics (4.5)

LLAW2101 Property Law Concepts (3)
LLAW2102 Issues in Criminal Law (3)
LLAW2103 Advanced Contract [Oral Advocacy] (3)
LLAW2104 Constitutional Law (6)
LLAW2105 History and Philosophy of Law (3)
LLAW2106 Issues in Torts (3)
LLAW2107 Administrative Law [Interviewing] (6)

LLAW3101 Real Property Law (3)
LLAW3102 Corporate Law [Drafting] (6)
LLAW3104 Trusts and Assignments (3)

LLAW4101 Evidence (3)
LLAW4103 Civil Litigation (6) (for LLB/LP) or
[LLAW4103A Principles of Civil Litigation (3) and
LLAW4104A Advanced Principles of Civil Litigation (3) (for LLB)]

ENGL1011 Professional English in Law (3)

Number of compulsory units completed =
Number of units still needed =
SUB-TOTAL (A) =
(total number of units of compulsory topics completed + units still needed)

B. NON-LAW TOPICS
(not required if undertaking combined degree or graduate entry)
(minimum of 9 units required, can count up to a maximum of 24 units)

Number of units done (B) =

C. LEGAL PRACTICE TOPICS
LLAW4104 Advanced Civil Litigation (3)
LLAW5901 Legal Practice Management (6)
LLAW5902 Commercial and Corporate Practice (3)*
LLAW5904 Criminal Practice (3)*
LLAW5905 Property Practice (3)*
LLAW5906 Advocacy (3)*
LLAW5907 Succession and Estates Practice (3)*
(LLAW5903 Legal Skills & Ethics will be available in 2006 in lieu of LLAW4104 for students who have undertaken LLAW4102 Resolving Civil Disputes, and will then be discontinued).

if doing LLB/LP if doing LLB
Number of units completed =
Number of units still needed =
SUB-TOTAL (C) =
(total number of units for legal practice topics = 24 if completing the LLB/LP degree)

NOTE: can count up to 6 units of the Legal Practice topics marked with asterisk as law electives, if exiting with LLB degree.

D. TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS NEEDED FOR DEGREE

D =
162 for LLB/LP degree
138 for LLB/LP degree for graduates or combined degrees
If not intending to undertake the legal practice component, then:
D =
144 for LLB degree
120 for LLB degree for graduates or combined degrees

if doing LLB/LP if doing LLB
Total number of units needed for degree (D) =

E. LAW ELECTIVE TOPICS

Number of law elective units needed to complete degree (E) = (D – (A + B + C))

Number of law elective units needed for degree (E) =
Number of law elective units completed =
Number of law elective units still needed =
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